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Abstract

This article studies convex duality in stochastic optimization over fi-
nite discrete-time. The first part of the paper gives general conditions
that yield explicit expressions for the dual objective in many applications
in operations research and mathematical finance. The second part de-
rives optimality conditions by combining general saddle-point conditions
from convex duality with the dual representations obtained in the first
part of the paper. Several applications to stochastic optimization and
mathematical finance are given.
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1 Introduction

Let (Ω,F , P ) be a probability space with a filtration (Ft)Tt=0 of sub σ-algebras
of F and consider the dynamic stochastic optimization problem

minimize Ef(x, u) :=

∫
f(x(ω), u(ω), ω)dP (ω) over x ∈ N (Pu)

parameterized by a measurable function u ∈ L0(Ω,F , P ;Rm). Here and in what
follows,

N := {(xt)Tt=0 |xt ∈ L0(Ω,Ft, P ;Rnt)},

for given integers nt and f is convex normal integrand on Rn × Rm × Ω, where
n := n0 + . . . + nT (that is, the epigraphical mapping ω 7→ {(x, u, α) ∈ Rn ×
Rm × R | f(x, u, ω) ≤ α} is closed convex-valued and measurable; see e.g. [25,
Chapter 14]). The variable x ∈ N is interpreted as a decision strategy where xt
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is the decision taken at time t. Throughout this paper, we define the expectation
of a measurable function φ as +∞ unless the positive part φ+ is integrable (In
particular, the sum of extended real numbers is defined as +∞ if any of the terms
equals +∞). Since, by [25, Corollary 14.34], normality of f implies that it is
B(Rn×Rm)⊗F-measurable, the function Ef is thus well-defined extended real-
valued function on N × L0(Ω,F , P ;Rm). We will assume throughout that the
function f(·, ·, ω) is proper, lower semicontinuous and convex for every ω ∈ Ω.

It was shown in [10] that, when applied to (Pu), the conjugate duality frame-
work of Rockafellar [20] allows for a unified treatment of many well known du-
ality frameworks in stochastic optimization and mathematical finance. An im-
portant step in the analysis is to derive dual expressions for the optimal value
function

ϕ(u) := inf
x∈N

Ef(x, u)

over an appropriate subspace of L0. Since ϕ is convex (see e.g. [20, Theorem 1]),
the absence of a duality gap is equivalent to the closedness of the value function.
Pennanen and Perkkiö [13] and more recently Perkkiö [15] gave conditions that
guarantee that ϕ is closed and that the optimum in (Pu) is attained for every
u ∈ L0. The given conditions provide far reaching generalizations of well-known
no-arbitrage conditions used in financial mathematics.

The present paper makes two contributions to the duality theory for (Pu).
First, we extend the general duality framework of [10] by allowing more gen-
eral dualizing parameters and by relaxing the time-separability property of the
Lagrangian. We show that, under suitable conditions, the expression in [10,
Theorem 2.2] is still valid in this extended setting. This also provides a cor-
rection to [10, Theorem 2.2] which omitted certain integrability conditions that
are needed in general; see [11]. Second, we give optimality conditions for the
optimal solutions of (Pu). Again, we follow the general conjugate duality frame-
work of [20] by specializing the saddle-point conditions to the present setting.
The main difficulty here is that, in general, the space N does not have a proper
topological dual so we cannot write the generalized Karush-Kuhn-Tucker con-
dition in terms of subgradients. Nevertheless, the dual representations obtained
in the first part of the paper allow us to write the saddle-point conditions more
explicitly in many interesting applications.

In the case of perfectly liquid financial markets, we recover well-known op-
timality conditions in terms of martingale measures. For Kabanov’s currency
market model with transaction costs [5], we obtain optimality conditions in
terms of dual variables that extend the notion of a “consistent price system” to
possibly nonconical market models. We treat problems of convex optimal con-
trol under the generalized framework of Bolza much as in [24]. Our formulation
and its embedding in the conjugate duality framework of [20] is slightly different
from that in [24], however, so direct comparisons are not possible. Our formu-
lation is motivated by applications in mathematical finance. In particular, the
optimality conditions for the currency market model are derived by specializing
those obtained for the problem of Bolza.
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2 Duality

From now on, we will assume that the parameter u belongs to a decomposable
space U ⊂ L0 which is in separating duality with another decomposable space
Y ⊂ L0 under the bilinear form

〈u, y〉 = E(u · y).

Recall that U is decomposable if

1Au+ 1Ω\Au
′ ∈ U

whenever A ∈ F , u ∈ U and u′ ∈ L∞; see e.g. [21]. Examples of such dual
pairs include the Lebesgue spaces U = Lp and Y = Lq and decomposable pairs
of Orlicz spaces; see Section 3. The conjugate of ϕ : U → R is the extended
real-valued convex function on Y defined by

ϕ∗(y) = sup
u∈U
{〈u, y〉 − ϕ(u)}.

Here and in what follows, R := R ∪ {+∞,−∞}. If ϕ is closed1 with respect to
the weak topology induced on U by Y, the biconjugate theorem (see e.g. [20,
Theorem 5]) gives the dual representation

ϕ(u) = sup
y∈Y
{〈u, y〉 − ϕ∗(y)}.

This simple identity is behind many well known duality relations in operations
research and mathematical finance. It was shown in [13] that appropriate gen-
eralizations of the no-arbitrage condition from mathematical finance guarantee
the closedness of ϕ. Recently, the conditions were extended in [15] to allow for
more general objectives.

In general, it may be difficult to derive more explicit expressions for ϕ∗.
Following [20], one can always write the conjugate as

ϕ∗(y) = − inf
x∈N

L(x, y),

where the Lagrangian L : N × Y → R is defined by

L(x, y) = inf
u∈U
{Ef(x, u)− 〈u, y〉}.

We will show that, under appropriate conditions, the second infimum in

ϕ∗(y) = − inf
x∈N

inf
u∈U
{Ef(x, u)− 〈u, y〉}

can be taken scenariowise while the first infimum may be restricted to the space
N∞ of essentially bounded strategies. Both infima are easily calculated in many
interesting applications; see [10] and the examples below.

1Recall that a convex function is closed if it is lower semicontinuous and either proper or
a constant. A function is proper if it never takes the value −∞ and it is finite at some point.
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Accordingly, we define the Lagrangian integrand on Rn × Rm × Ω by

l(x, y, ω) := inf
u∈Rm

{f(x, u, ω)− u · y}.

We will also need the pointwise conjugate of f :

f∗(v, y, ω) : = sup
x∈Rn,u∈Rm

{x · v + u · y − f(x, u, ω)}

= sup
x∈Rn

{x · v − l(x, y, ω)}.

By [25, Theorem 14.50], the pointwise conjugate of a normal integrand is also
a normal integrand. Clearly, l is upper semicontinuous in the second argument
since it is the pointwise infimum of continuous functions of y. Similarly,

l(x, y, ω) := sup
v∈Rn

{x · v − f∗(v, y, ω)}

is lower semicontinuous in the first argument. In fact, l(·, y, ω) is the biconju-
gate of l(·, y, ω) while −l(x, ·, ω) is the biconjugate of −l(x, ·, ω); see [19, The-
orem 34.2]. The function (x, ω) 7→ l(x, y(ω), ω) is a normal integrand for any
y ∈ Y while (y, ω) 7→ −l(x(ω), y, ω) is a normal integrand for any x ∈ N
and thus, the integral functionals El and El are well-defined on N × Y (re-
call our convention of defining an integral as +∞ unless the positive part
of the integrand is integrable). Indeed, we have l(x(ω), y, ω) = −h∗(y, ω)
for h(u, ω) := f(x(ω), u, ω), where h is a normal integrand, by [25, Proposi-
tion 14.45(c)]. Similarly for l.

Restricting strategies to the spaceN∞ ⊂ N of essentially bounded strategies
gives rise to the auxiliary value function

ϕ̃(u) = inf
x∈N∞

Ef(x, u).

Under the conditions of Theorem 2 below, the conjugates of ϕ̃ and ϕ coincide,
or in other words, closures of ϕ̃ and ϕ are equal. The following lemma from [15]
will play an important role. We denote

N⊥ := {v ∈ L1(Ω,F ,Rn) |E(x · v) = 0 ∀x ∈ N∞}.

Lemma 1. Let x ∈ N and v ∈ N⊥. If [x · v]+ ∈ L1, then E(x · v) = 0.

We will use the notation

dom1Ef := {x ∈ N | ∃u ∈ U : Ef(x, u) < +∞}.

Recall that algebraic closure, aclC, of a set C is the set of points x such that
(x, z] ⊂ C for some z ∈ C. Clearly, C ⊆ aclC (simply because (x, x] = ∅ ⊂ C
for all x ∈ C) while in a topological vector space, aclC ⊆ clC. The relative
interior of C will be denoted by rintC. Given a measurable set-valued mapping
D : Ω ⇒ Rn, we will use the notation

N∞(D) := {x ∈ N∞ |x ∈ D P -a.s.}.
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Theorem 2. Let y ∈ Y. If domEl(·, y) ∩N∞ ⊆ acl(dom1Ef ∩N∞), then

ϕ̃∗(y) = − inf
x∈N∞

El(x, y).

If domEl(·, y) ∩N∞ ⊆ acl(dom1Ef ∩N∞(rint dom1 f)), then

ϕ̃∗(y) = − inf
x∈N∞

El(x, y).

We always have

ϕ̃∗(y) ≤ ϕ∗(y) ≤ inf
v∈N⊥

Ef∗(v, y).

In particular, if there exists v ∈ N⊥ such that ϕ̃∗(y) = Ef∗(v, y), then

ϕ̃∗(y) = ϕ∗(y).

Proof. By the interchange rule ([25, Theorem 14.60]), L(x, y) = El(x, y) for
x ∈ dom1Ef and thus,

−ϕ̃∗(y) = inf
x∈N∞

L(x, y) = inf
x∈N∞∩dom1 Ef

L(x, y)

= inf
x∈N∞∩dom1 Ef

El(x, y) ≥ inf
x∈N∞

El(x, y).

The converse holds trivially if domEl(·, y)∩N∞ = ∅. Otherwise, let a ∈ R and
x ∈ N∞ be such that El(x, y) < a. By the first assumption, there exists an
x′ ∈ dom1Ef ∩ N∞ such that (1− λ)x+ λx′ ∈ dom1Ef for all λ ∈ (0, 1]. By
convexity, L((1− λ)x+ λx′, y) = El((1− λ)x+ λx′, y) < a for λ small enough
and thus

−ϕ̃∗(y) = inf
x∈N∞

El(x, y).

To prove the second claim, we repeat the line segment argument above with
x′ ∈ dom1Ef ∩N∞(rint dom1 f). By [19, Theorem 34.3], x ∈ cl dom1 f almost
surely so, by [19, Theorem 6.1], (x, x′) ⊂ rint dom1 f almost surely as well.
Thus, the infimum in

−ϕ̃∗(y) = inf
x∈N∞

El(x, y)

can be restricted to those x for which x ∈ rint dom1 f . Then, by [19, Theorem
34.2], we may replace l by l without affecting the infimum.

As to the last claim, the Fenchel inequality gives

f(x, u) + f∗(v, y) ≥ x · v + u · y.

Therefore, for (x, u) ∈ domEf and v ∈ N⊥ with Ef∗(v, y) < ∞, we have
E(x · v) = 0 by Lemma 1, so we get

ϕ∗(y) = sup
x∈N ,u∈U

E[u · y − f(x, u)] ≤ inf
v∈N⊥

Ef∗(v, y).

Since ϕ̃ ≥ ϕ, have ϕ̃∗ ≤ ϕ∗. This completes the proof of the inequalities. The
last statement concerning the equality clearly follows from the inequalities.
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Theorem 2 gives conditions under which the conjugate of the value function
of (Pu) can be expressed as

ϕ∗(y) = − inf
x∈N∞

El(x, y). (1)

In all the applications below, the first condition holds without the algebraic
closure on dom1Ef ∩ N∞. In the deterministic case, the first condition is
automatically satisfied since then, dom l(·, y) ⊆ cl dom1 f for all y, by [19, The-
orem 34.3], while N∞ = Rn where the algebraic closure of a convex set coin-
cides with its topological closure. The algebraic closure can be replaced by the
topological closure also when El(·, y) is upper semicontinuous on the closure of
dom1Ef ∩ N∞. At the moment, it is an open question whether the algebraic
closure could be replaced by a topological closure in general.

The second claim of Theorem 2 gives conditions that allow one to replace
l by l in the above expression. One can then resort to the theory of normal
integrands when calculating the infimum. It was shown in [10] that this yields
many well-known dual expressions in operations research and mathematical fi-
nance. Unfortunately, the proof of the above expression in [10, Theorem 2.2]
was incorrect and the given conditions are not sufficient in general; see [11]. The
following example illustrates what can go wrong if the condition on the domains
is omitted. Here and in what follows, δC denotes the indicator function of a set
C: δC(x) equals 0 or +∞ depending on whether x ∈ C or not.

Example 3. Let F0 be trivial, n0 = 1, U = L∞, Y = L1, β ∈ L2 be such that
β+ and β− are unbounded, and let

f(x, u, ω) = δR−(β(ω)x0 + u)

so that domEf = {x ∈ N | x0 = 0} × L∞− , ϕ̃∗ = δL1
+

and

l(x, y, ω) = yβ(ω)x0 − δR+
(y).

For y = β+, we get infx∈N∞ El(x, y) = −∞ while ϕ̃∗(y) = 0. Here domEl(·, y) =
N , so the first condition in Theorem 2 is violated.

The last part of Theorem 2 gives a sufficient condition for ϕ∗ = ϕ̃∗, which
together with the first part of the theorem gives (1). We do not require the time-
separability structure on the Lagrangian integrand assumed in [10]. Instead, we
assume the existence of a v ∈ N⊥ such that ϕ̃(y) = Ef∗(v, y). Such a v can be
seen as a “shadow price of information” for the minimization problem

minimize El(x, y) overx ∈ N∞;

see [22, 23, 1, 14]. Sufficient conditions for the existence of v in the discrete-
time setting are given in [22, 14]. In the applications below, the existence of v
is obtained by more direct arguments.

The following describes a general situation where all the assumptions of
Theorem 2 are satisfied.
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Example 4. Consider the problem

minimize Ef0(x) over x ∈ N
subject to fj(x) ≤ 0 P -a.s., j = 1, . . . ,m,

where fj are normal integrands. The problem fits the general framework with

f(x, u, ω) =

{
f0(x, ω) if fj(x, ω) + uj ≤ 0 for j = 1, . . . ,m,

+∞ otherwise.

This model was studied in Rockafellar and Wets [23] who gave optimality con-
ditions in terms of dual variables. We will return to optimality conditions in
the next section. For now, we note that if fj(x) ∈ U for all x ∈ L∞ and
j = 0, . . . ,m, then the assumptions of Theorem 2 are satisfied.

The condition implies dom1Ef ∩ N∞ = N∞ so the first two conditions in
Theorem 2 hold. The Lagrangian integrand can be written as

l(x, y, ω) =

{
f0(x, ω) +

∑m
j=1 yjfj(x, ω) if y ∈ Rm+ ,

−∞ otherwise.

By [20, Theorem 22], the function El(·, y) is Mackey-continuous (with respect
to the usual pairing of L∞ and L1) so, by convexity, the function

φy(x̃) := inf
x∈N∞

El(x+ x̃, y)

is Mackey-continuous as well; see e.g. [20, Theorem 8]. By [20, Theorem 11],
this implies that φy has a subgradient at the origin, i.e. a v ∈ L1 such that

El(x+ x̃, y) ≥ φy(0) + E(x̃ · v) ∀x̃ ∈ L∞, x ∈ N∞

or equivalently

El(x̃, y) ≥ φy(0) + E((x̃− x) · v) ∀x̃ ∈ L∞, x ∈ N∞.

This implies v ∈ N⊥ and inf x̃∈L∞ E[l(x̃, y) − x̃ · v] = φy(0). By the inter-
change rule ([25, Theorem 14.60]), this can be written as −Ef∗(v, y) = φy(0) =
−ϕ̃∗(y), so the last condition of Theorem 2 holds.

Section 4 of [9] studied financial models for pricing and hedging of portfolio-
valued contingent claims (claims with physical delivery) along the lines of Ka-
banov [5]; see Example 13 below. The following example is concerned with the
more classical financial model with claims with cash-delivery.

Example 5. Consider the problem

minimize EV

(
u−

T−1∑
t=0

xt ·∆st+1

)
over x ∈ N , (ALM)
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where V is a convex normal integrand on R×Ω such that V (·, ω) is nondecreasing
nonconstant and V (0, ω) = 0. This models the optimal investment problem of
an agent with financial liabilities u ∈ U and a “disutility function” V . The
Ft-measurable vector st gives the unit prices of “risky” assets at time t and the
vector xt the units held over (t, t + 1]; see e.g. Rásonyi and Stettner [17] and
the references therein.

Assume that, for every x ∈ N∞, there is a u ∈ U such that EV (u−
∑T−1
t=0 xt ·

∆st+1) < ∞, then the closure of the value function ϕ of (ALM) has the dual
representation

(clϕ)(u) = sup
y∈Q

E[uy − V ∗(y)],

where Q is the set of positive multiples of martingale densities y ∈ Y, i.e.
densities dQ/dP of probability measures Q � P under which the price process
s is a martingale.

Indeed, (ALM) fits the general model (Pu) with

f(x, u, ω) = V

(
u−

T−1∑
t=0

xt ·∆st+1(ω), ω

)
,

l(x, y, ω) = −V ∗(y, ω)− y
T−1∑
t=0

xt ·∆st+1(ω),

f∗(v, y, ω) =

{
V ∗(y, ω) if vt = −y∆st+1(ω) for t < T and vT = 0,

+∞ otherwise.

The integrability condition implies dom1Ef ∩ N∞ = N∞ so the first two con-
ditions of Theorem 2 hold. Thus,

−ϕ̃∗(y) = inf
x∈N∞

El(x, y) = −EV ∗(y) + inf
x∈N∞

E

[
−
T−1∑
t=0

xt · (y∆st+1)

]
.

By Fenchel inequality,

uy −
T−1∑
t=0

xt · (y∆st+1) ≤ V

(
u−

T−1∑
t=0

xt ·∆st+1

)
+ V ∗(y) P -a.s.

where for every x ∈ N∞ and y ∈ domEV ∗, the right side is integrable for
some u ∈ U . Thus, −

∑T−1
t=0 xt · (y∆st+1) is integrable for every x ∈ N∞ and

y ∈ domEV ∗. Therefore the last infimum equals −∞ unless Et(y∆st+1) = 0 for
every t < T , i.e. unless y ∈ Q. Moreover, if y ∈ dom ϕ̃∗ then Ef∗(v, y) = ϕ̃∗(y)
holds with vt = y∆st+1 for t < T and vT = 0, so the last condition of Theorem 2
holds.

The following example addresses a parameterized version of the generalized
problem of Bolza studied in Rockafellar and Wets [24].
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Example 6. Consider the problem

minimize
x∈N

E

T∑
t=0

Kt(xt,∆xt + ut), (2)

where nt = d, ∆xt := xt − xt−1, x−1 := 0 and each Kt is an Ft-measurable
normal integrand on Rd × Rd × Ω.

We assume that, for every x ∈ N∞ with xt ∈ cl dom1Kt for all t, there
exists x̄ ∈ N∞ with x̄t ∈ rint dom1Kt for all t and (x̄, x) ⊂ dom1Ef , and that
au ∈ U and ay ∈ Y for every u ∈ U and y ∈ Y, where aut = Etut. Then the
closure of the value function ϕ of (2) has the dual representation

(clϕ)(u) = sup
y∈Y∩N

E

T∑
t=0

[ut · yt −K∗t (Et∆yt+1, yt)]

for every adapted u ∈ U .
Indeed, the problem fits our general framework with

f(x, u, ω) =

T∑
t=0

Kt(xt,∆xt + ut, ω),

l(x, y, ω) =

T∑
t=0

[−xt ·∆yt+1 +Ht(xt, yt, ω)] ,

f∗(v, y, ω) =

T∑
t=0

K∗t (vt + ∆yt+1, yt),

where u = (u0, . . . , uT ) with ut ∈ Rd and

Ht(xt, yt, ω) := inf
ut∈Rd

{Kt(xt, ut, ω)− ut · yt}

is the associated Hamiltonian.
The domain condition in Theorem 2 is satisfied, so

−ϕ̃∗(y) = inf
x∈N∞

El(x, y) = inf
x∈N∞

E

T∑
t=0

[−xt ·∆yt+1 +Ht(xt, yt)] ,

where Ht(xt, yt, ω) = supvt{vt · xt − K
∗
t (vt, yt, ω)}. Thus, by the interchange

rule [25, Theorem 14.50],

−ϕ̃∗(y) = − inf
x∈N∞

E

T∑
t=0

[−xt · Et∆yt+1 +Ht(xt, yt, ω)]

= −E
T∑
t=0

K∗t (Et∆yt+1, yt)
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for adapted y. Moreover, with vt := Et∆yt+1−∆yt+1 we get ϕ̃∗(y) = Ef∗(v, y),
where v ∈ N⊥. The last condition in Theorem 2 thus holds. For any y, Jensen’s
inequality gives

−ϕ̃∗(y) = inf
x∈N∞

El(x, y)

≤ inf
x∈N∞

E

T∑
t=0

[−xt · Et∆yt+1 +Ht(xt, Etyt)]

= −ϕ̃∗(ay).

Therefore, for adapted u, we get

clϕ(u) = sup
y∈Y∩N

E

T∑
t=0

[ut · yt −K∗t (Et∆yt+1, yt)].

The dual representation of the value function in Example 6 was claimed to
hold in [9] under the assumption that the Hamiltonian is lsc in x. The claim is,
however, false in general since it omitted the domain condition in Theorem 2.
The integrability condition posed in Example 6 not only provides a sufficient
condition for that, but it also makes the lower semicontinuity of the Hamiltonian
a redundant assumption.

The following example shows how the equality ϕ∗ = ϕ̃∗ may fail to hold
even when the first condition of Theorem 2 is satisfied.

Example 7. Let T = 1, n = 2, F0 is the trivial σ-algebra, and

f(x, u, ω) = |x0 − 1|+ δR−(α(ω)|x0| − x1) +
1

2
|u|2,

where α ∈ L0(F1) is positive and unbounded. It is easily checked that with
U = Y = L2 the first condition of Theorem 2 holds but ϕ̃(u) = 1 + 1

2‖u‖
2 while

ϕ(u) = 1
2‖u‖

2, so in particular, the last condition of Theorem 2 cannot hold.

3 Optimality conditions

The previous section as well as the articles [10, 13] were concerned with dual
representations of the value function ϕ. Continuing in the general conjugate
duality framework of Rockafellar [20], this section derives optimality conditions
for (Pu) by assuming the existence of a subgradient of ϕ at u. Besides optimality
conditions, this assumption implies the lower semicontinuity of ϕ at u (with
respect to the weak topology induced on U by Y) and thus, the absence of a
duality gap as well. Whereas in the above reference, the topology of convergence
in measure in N played an important role, below, topologies on N are irrelevant.

Recall that a y ∈ Y is a subgradient of ϕ at u ∈ U if

ϕ(u′) ≥ ϕ(u) + 〈u′ − u, y〉 ∀u′ ∈ U .
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The set of all such y is called the subdifferential of ϕ at u and it is denoted by
∂ϕ(u). If ∂ϕ(u) 6= ∅, then ϕ is lower semicontinuous at u and

ϕ(u) = 〈u, y〉 − ϕ∗(y)

for every y ∈ ∂ϕ(u). By [20, Theorem 11], ∂ϕ(u) 6= ∅, in particular, when ϕ is
continuous at u.

We assume from now on that Ef is closed in u and that ϕ is proper.

Theorem 8. Let x ∈ N be feasible and y ∈ Y. If y ∈ ∂ϕ(u) and v ∈ N⊥ are
such that ϕ∗(y) = Ef∗(v, y), then an x solves (Pu) if and only if

(v, y) ∈ ∂f(x, u)

P -almost surely, or equivalently, if

v ∈ ∂xl(x, y) and u ∈ ∂y[−l](x, y).

Conversely, if x and y satisfy (v, y) ∈ ∂f(x, u) almost surely for some v ∈ N⊥
with Ef∗(v, y) <∞, then x solves (Pu), y ∈ ∂ϕ(u), and ϕ∗(y) = Ef∗(v, y).

Proof. Assume that f∗(v, y) is integrable. The subdifferential condition is equiv-
alent to having equality in the Fenchel inequality

f(x, u) + f∗(v, y) ≥ x · v + u · y.

By Lemma 1, E[x · v] = 0, so the inequality is satisfied as an equality if and
only if

E[f(x, u) + f∗(v, y)] = E[u · y].

Since we always have both ϕ(u) ≤ Ef(x, u) and ϕ∗(y) ≤ Ef∗(v, y) (by Theo-
rem 2), this equality is equivalent to having

ϕ(u) + ϕ∗(y) = E[u · y],

Ef(x, u) = ϕ(u),

Ef∗(v, y) = ϕ∗(y),

which are equivalent to x solving (Pu) and y ∈ ∂ϕ(u) with ϕ∗(y) = Ef∗(v, y).
By [19, Theorem 37.5], the almost sure condition (v, y) ∈ ∂f(x, u) is equivalent
to

v ∈ ∂xl(x, y) and u ∈ ∂y[−l](x, y)

P -almost surely.

Example 9. In Example 4, the optimality conditions of Theorem 8 mean that

fj(x) + uj ≤ 0,

x ∈ argmin
z∈Rn

{f0(z) +

m∑
j=1

yjfj(z)− z · v},

yjfj(z) = 0 j = 1, . . . ,m,

yj ≥ 0

11



P -almost surely. These are the optimality conditions derived in [23], where
sufficient conditions were given for the existence of an optimal x ∈ N∞ and
the corresponding dual variables y ∈ Y and v ∈ N⊥ (in our notation); see [23,
Theorem 1].

We will now describe another general setup which covers many interesting
applications and where the subdifferentiability condition ∂ϕ(u) 6= ∅ in Theo-
rem 8 is satisfied. This framework is motivated by Biagini [2], where similar
arguments were applied to optimal investment in the continuous-time setting.
The idea is simply to require stronger continuity properties on ϕ in order to get
the existence of dual variables directly in Y (without going through the more
exotic space (L∞)∗ as in [23]; see also [14]).

A topological vector space is said to be barreled if every closed convex ab-
sorbing set is a neighborhood of the origin. By [20, Corollary 8B], a lower semi-
continuous convex function on a barreled space is continuous throughout the
algebraic interior (core) of its domain. On the other hand, by [20, Theorem 11],
continuity implies subdifferentiability. Fréchet spaces and, in particular, Banach
spaces are barreled. We will say that U is barreled if it is barreled with respect
to a topology compatible with the pairing with Y.

Example 10. Let θ : R→ R be a finite Young-function, i.e., finite nonconstant
convex and even function with θ(0) = 0. The associated Orlicz space is defined
by

Lθ(Ω,F , P ;Rm) = {u ∈ L0(Ω,F , P ;Rm) | ∃α > 0 : Eθ(|u|/α) <∞}

and the Morse space (aka Orlicz-heart) by

Mθ(Ω,F , P ;Rm) = {u ∈ L0(Ω,F , P ;Rm) |Eθ(|u|/α) <∞ ∀α > 0}.

By [16, Theorems 3.3.10 and 3.4.3], both are Banach-spaces under the norm

‖u‖θ := inf{α > 0 |Eθ(|u|/α) ≤ 1}

and, by [16, Theorem 4.1.7], the norm dual of Mθ may be identified with Lθ
∗

through the bilinear form
〈u, y〉 = E(u · y).

It is also easily verified that both spaces are decomposable. We are thus in the
general setting of Section 2.

The following applies Theorem 8 to optimal investment in perfectly liquid
financial markets.

Example 11. Consider Example 5 and assume that U is barreled, EV is finite
on U and EV ∗ is proper in Y. Then an x ∈ N solves (ALM) if and only if it
is feasible and there exists y ∈ Q such that

y ∈ ∂V (u−
T−1∑
t=0

xt ·∆st+1) P -a.s.

12



The assumptions holds in particular if U = Mθ and Y = Lθ
∗

for a finite Young-
function θ such that V (u, ω) ≤ θ(u) + u · y(ω) + γ(ω) for some y ∈ Lθ

∗
and

γ ∈ L1. This idea was was developed in [3] in the context of utility maximization
problems in continuous time.

Proof. By [20, Theorem 21], EV is lower semicontinuous so by [20, Corol-
lary 8B], it is continuous. Since

ϕ(u) ≤ Ef(0, u) = EV (u),

[20, Theorem 8] implies that ϕ is continuous and thus subdifferentiable through-
out U , by [20, Theorem 11]. Moreover, ϕ∗(y) = Ef∗(v, y) for every y ∈ domϕ∗

and v ∈ N⊥ given by vt = y∆st+1. The assumptions of Theorem 8 are thus
satisfied. The subdifferential conditions for the Lagrangian integrand l can now
be written as

vt = −y∆st+1 P -a.s. for t < T and vT = 0,

u−
T−1∑
t=0

xt ·∆st+1 ∈ ∂V ∗(y) P -a.s.

Since v ∈ N⊥, the former means that y ∈ Q while the latter can be written in
terms of ∂V as stated; see [20, Theorem 12].

The optimality conditions in Example 11 are classical in financial mathe-
matics; for continuous-time models, see e.g. Schachermayer [26] or Biagini and
Frittelli [3] and the references therein.

The next example applies Theorem 8 to the problem of Bolza from Exam-
ple 6. It constructs a subgradient y ∈ ∂ϕ(u) using Jensen’s inequality.

Example 12. Consider Example 6 and assume that U is barreled and that there
exists a normal integrand θ such that Eθ is finite on U , Eθ∗ is proper on Y,
and ϕ(u) ≤ θ(u) for every u ∈ U ∩ N . Then an x ∈ N solves

minimize
x∈N

E

T∑
t=0

Kt(xt,∆xt + ut)

for a u ∈ U ∩N if and only if x is feasible and there exists y ∈ Y ∩N such that

(Et∆yt+1, yt) ∈ ∂Kt(xt,∆xt + ut)

P -almost surely for all t, or equivalently, if

Et∆yt+1 ∈ ∂xHt(xt, yt),

∆xt + ut ∈ ∂y[−Ht](xt, yt)

P -almost surely for all t.

13



Proof. The space U ∩ N is a barreled space and its continuous dual may be
identified with Y ∩ N . Indeed, by Hahn–Banach, any y ∈ (U ∩ N )∗ may be
extended to a ȳ ∈ Y for which aȳ ∈ Y∩N coincides with y on U ∩N . Moreover,
for any closed convex absorbing set B in U ∩ N , we have that B̂ = {u ∈ U |
au ∈ B} is a closed convex absorbing set in U , so it is a neighborhood of the
origin of U which implies that B̂ ∩ N ⊂ B is a neighborhood of the origin of
U ∩ N .

By [20, Theorem 21], Eθ is lower semicontinuous so by [20, Corollary 8B],
it is continuous. Thus, ϕ is continuous and in particular, subdifferentiable on
U ∩N (see [20, Theorem 11]) so for every u ∈ U ∩N there is a y ∈ Y ∩N such
that

ϕ(u′) ≥ ϕ(u) + 〈u′ − u, y〉 ∀u′ ∈ U ∩ N .

Since each Kt is Ft-measurable, Jensen’s inequality gives

ϕ(u′) ≥ ϕ(au′) ≥ ϕ(u) + 〈au′ − u, y〉 = ϕ(u) + 〈u′ − u, y〉 ∀ u′ ∈ U ,

so y ∈ ∂ϕ(u) as well. Moreover, as observed in Example 6, we have Ef∗(v, y) =
ϕ∗(y) for vt = Et∆yt+1 −∆yt+1. The subdifferential conditions in Theorem 8
for the Lagrangian integrand l become

vt + ∆yt+1 ∈ ∂xHt(xt, yt) P -a.s. ∀t,
ut + ∆xt ∈ ∂y[−Ht](xt, yt) P -a.s. ∀t.

By [19, Theorem 37.5], these are equivalent to the conditions in terms of Kt.

The optimality condition in terms of Kt in Example 12 can be viewed as
a stochastic Euler-Lagrange condition in discrete-time much like that in [24,
Theorem 4]. There is a difference, however, in that [24] studied the problem of
minimizing E

∑
Kt(xt−1,∆xt) and, accordingly, the measurability conditions

posed on the dual variables were different as well. The condition in terms of
Ht can be viewed as a stochastic Hamiltonian system in discrete-time; see [18,
Section 9] for deterministic models in continuous-time. Our assumptions on the
problem also differ from those made in [24]. Whereas the assumptions of [24]
and the line of argument follows that in [23] (see Example 9), our assumption
implies the continuity of ϕ on the adapted subspace U ∩ N .

It is essential that the growth condition in Example 12 is required only for
adapted u ∈ U . Indeed, since x is adapted, it would be much more to ask for
the upper bound to hold for nonadapted u. This is the case e.g. in the following
example which is a discrete-time variant of the multivariate utility maximization
problems of Kabanov and Safarian [6, Section 4.2] and Campi and Owen [4].
While [4] gave sufficient conditions for the existence of dual solutions in the
Banach dual of L∞, our conditions guarantee the existence of dual solutions
in the space Y of measurable functions. Moreover, we generalize the market
models of [6, 4] by allowing for portfolio constraints and general convex trading
costs like in [8, 12, 13]. It should be noted that Campi and Owen went further
to establishing the existence of primal solutions under additional conditions on
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the utility functions. Under certain conditions (that extend the “asymptotic
elasticity” conditions from [7]) primal existence can be established also in the
abstract duality framework of Section 2 but that requires a different line of
analysis that can be found in [13] and [15].

Given a closed convex set K ⊆ Rd, we denote by NK(x) the normal cone
of K at x, i.e. NK(x) := {v ∈ Rd | v · (z − x) ≤ 0 ∀z ∈ K} for x ∈ K and
NK(x) = ∅ for x /∈ K.

Example 13. Given an adapted Rd-valued process u = (ut)
T
t=0, consider the

problem

minimize E

T∑
t=0

Vt(kt) over x, k ∈ N

subject to ∆xt + ut − kt ∈ Ct, xt ∈ Dt P -a.s. t = 0, . . . , T,

(OCP)

where x−1 := 0, Ct and Dt are random closed convex Ft-measurable2 sets and
Vt is an Ft-measurable nondecreasing (wrt Rd+) convex normal integrand. The
problem (OCP) can be interpreted as an optimal investment-consumption prob-
lem where xt is the portfolio of assets an agent holds over (t, t + 1] and kt is
an investment he makes at time t. The random vector ut is interpreted as a
portfolio-valued contingent claim the agent has to deliver at time t. The set Dt

describes portfolio constraints while Ct is the set of portfolios that are available
for free in the financial market at time t. The functions Vt give the agent’s
“disutility” when delivering a portfolio kt at time t. Alternativevly, one can in-
terpret −kt as consumption at time t and c 7→ −Vt(−c) as a multivariate utility
funtion like e.g. in [4]. Allowing for consumption at intermediate dates, not
just at maturity T , is essential in the presence of portfolio constraints that may
prevent the agent from holding certain portfolios over time.

We assume that 0 ∈ Ct, 0 ∈ Dt almost surely for all t and that DT ≡ {0}.
The first two conditions just mean that the agent is allowed not to trade at all
while the last condition means that the agent has to close his positions at time
T . We also assume that Vt(0) = 0 and that

{kt ∈ Rd |V∞t (kt) ≤ 0, −kt ∈ C∞t }

is a linear space P -almost surely for all t. This last condition means that port-
folios which are are freely available in the market and which the agent would not
mind adding to his portfolio are actually redundant in the sense that both the
agent and the market is completely indifferent to them.

Besides the above economic assumptions, let U , Y and θ be as in Example 12
and assume that, for every u ∈ U ∩N , the optimum value of (OCP) is less than
Eθ(u). If u ∈ U ∩ N is such that the optimum value in (OCP) is finite, then
a pair x, k ∈ N solves (OCP) if and only if (x, k) is feasible and there exists

2Ct is Ft-measurable if {ω ∈ Ω | Ct(ω) ∩O 6= ∅} ∈ Ft for every open O.
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y ∈ Y ∩N such that

Et∆yt+1 ∈ NDt(xt),

yt ∈ NCt(∆xt + ut − kt),
kt ∈ argmin

k∈Rd

{Vt(k)− k · yt}

almost surely for all t. Note that, if there are no portfolio constraints, then
NDt(xt) = {0} so y is a martingale. If, in addition, C is conical, then the
second inclusion implies that yt ∈ C∗t so y is a “consistent price system” in the
sense of [5]. The above conditions in terms of normal cones provide a natural
generalization to nonconical market models with portfolio constraints.

Proof. Problem (OCP) fits the format of Example 12 with

Kt(xt, ut, ω) = inf
kt∈Rd

Gt(xt, ut, kt, ω),

where
Gt(xt, ut, kt, ω) = Vt(kt, ω) + δDt(ω)(xt) + δCt(ω)(ut − kt).

Indeed, by [19, Theorem 9.2] and [25, Proposition 14.47], the linearity assump-
tion implies that Kt is a convex normal integrand and the infimum in its defini-
tion is attained. By [25, Example 14.62], a pair (x, k) solves (OCP) if and only
if x solves (2) and kt achieves the infimum in the definition of Kt above.

It now suffices to apply the Euler–Lagrange condition in Example 12 and
the fact that, by [20, Theorem 24],

∂Kt(xt, ut, ω) = {(vt, yt) | (vt, yt, 0) ∈ ∂Gt(xt, ut, kt(ω), ω)}
= NDt(ω)(xt)× {yt | yt ∈ NCt(ω)(ut − kt(ω)), yt ∈ ∂Vt(kt(ω))},

where the last line follows from the subdifferential calculus rules in Theo-
rems 23.8 and 23.9 of [19].

Remark 14. The boundedness condition on the optimum value in Example 13
is satisfied, for example, if the functions EVt(ut) are finite for all u ∈ U ∩ N .
Such an assumption, however, precludes problems where trading strategies are
required to be self-financing so that domVt ⊆ δRd

−
for t < T . In such situations,

it is more reasonable to assume that there exists a normal integrand θ such that
Eθ is finite on U , Eθ∗ is proper on Y and

VT (u1 + · · ·+ uT ) ≤ θ(u) ∀u ∈ R(T+1)d.

If there are no portfolio constraints for t < T , this implies the upper bound in
Example 12. Indeed, if u ∈ U ∩N and we define x, k ∈ N by xt = xt−1−ut and
kt = 0 for t < T while xT = 0 and kT = u0 + . . .+ uT , we get ∆xt + ut − kt =
0 ∈ Ct while the objective becomes VT (u1 + · · ·+ uT ).
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